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• Showcase Role Model Athletes
• Make the Benefits Clear and Simple
• Introduce New Recovery Techniques and 

Challenges
• Instil Daily Habits
• Teach Mindfulness
• Make it as exciting as possible
• Start Young

The Solution

How Do We As Coaches and Trainers
Get Athletes Interested In Recovery?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Problem:
How Do We As Coaches and 
Trainers Get Athletes More 
Interested In Recovery?
Good recovery practices are critical to optimizing 
performance as an athlete but it’s not as exciting 
or fun as the sport itself so most athletes are 
neglecting their recovery.

What About The Naysayers 
Who Think Recovery Isn’t An 
Issue?
Get rich quick schemes and gurus have made it 
easy for skeptics to pick out problems with the 
recommendations and practices in sports recovery. 
We as coaches or athletes themselves need to know 
the good from the bad when it comes to recovery. 

Companies Successful In 
Prioritizing Recovery
Many professional sports organizations today are 
paying attention to the needs of the athletes and 
we can all learn from their example.
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The word recovery creates a real challenge to individual athletes and sports 
teams alike. Not only are there many self-proclaimed recovery gurus who 
say that their system is the only one that works, but it’s inherently not 
as exciting as the training itself. Athletes would rather be working out or 
practicing their sport than doing their mundane recovery sessions. 

Part of the problem is that recovery is just not talked about as much as the 
training component of an athlete’s career. Everyone wants to hear about the 
six hours Michael Phelps spends in the pool each day without mentioning 
the recovery he does to maintain that gruelling routine. Stories will 
occasionally pop up in the news about an athlete trying out a new recovery 
technology or attributing a change in their routine to their continued or 
newfound success. The point that isn’t made clear is how much time most 
athletes at the top level of their sport are putting into their recovery. It isn’t 
part of an athlete’s normal curriculum to learn about the advanced recovery 
that the best performing athletes use and incorporating it into their own 
daily routine. 

Recovery is everything that an athlete does when 
he or she is not training or competing, including:

* sleep

* diet and nutrition

* work/life balance

* additional sports recovery techniques

Many athletes, even at the professional level still 
fail to prioritize all factors in their recovery, even the most basic ones like 
sleep and simple dietary requirements for performance.

As coaches, trainers, and parents, we should be aware the the most 
complicated solution may not be necessary if the fundamentals aren’t taken 
care of.

The Problem

Recovery Is:

- Sleep
- Diet and Nutrition
-Work/Life Balance
-Stress Mitigation

-Implementing Other
Recovery Techniques
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Even if someone knows they should be recovering, do they truly understand 
what that means and what it takes? When you watch an athlete or sports 
team actually applying what they supposedly know to be important, it often 
entails a couple of minutes of stretching before and sometimes after their 
practice or workouts and perhaps one or two members of the team applying 
some ice to reduce local inflammation. This pales in comparison to the type 
of recovery that can significantly reduce turn around time between peak 
performance and training opportunities. 

When an athlete puts as much effort (or close to it) into their recovery 
as they do their training, they not only can push harder in training and 
competitive situations, they can also do so more frequently and for a longer 
career. 

The career of an athlete is short-lived enough as it is without being cut 
shorter by poor recovery practices. Players from adolescent to professional 
levels are being pushed to new limits of human capabilities each generation 
and even each season and the need to keep up with that requires that 
recovery be included and taken seriously as part of an athlete’s job. 

THE PROBLEM
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The Solution

To prioritize recovery for athletes requires that we 
get more athletes excited and engaged with their 
recovery practices. 

The solution to the prolem is multi-faceted and different factors will work 
more or less for different atheltes.
There are several ways to get athletes recovering better:
* Start Young
* Showcase Role Model Athletes
* Encourage Daily Habits
* Make the Benefits Clear and Simple
* Introduce New Recovery Techniques and Challenges
* Make It As Short and Exciting As Possible
* Teach Mindfulness
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START YOUNG

Start Young
Habits take a long time to form and bad habits take even longer to correct. Gifted 
athletes who are determined to follow their chosen paths as far as they can 
possibly take it need to be starting dedicated recovery as early as possible and 
ingraining the proper habits that will lead to long-term success. This includes 
everything from prioritizing restorative sleep and taking nutrition seriously to 
setting aside time for recovery and making it productive. 

Something that’s not recognized or appreciated by younger athletes is that their 
physiology is made up of the building blocks and nutrients that are coming in 
from the diet. A poor diet leads to poorer body composition and according to 
advanced trainers like Paul Chek, increases susceptibility to injury.1

Young athletes are at an impressionable age. Parents, coaches, athletic trainers, 
and sports idols can all serve a role in instilling these beneficial habits and all 
of the below strategies will come into play when teaching the value of proper 
recovery.

The rest of these solutions to the problem of getting athletes of all ages, but 
particularly young ones, to get excited about recovery stems from the need to 
offer solutions that are easy and engaging enough to incorporate into a daily 
recovery system. 
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Building a Daily Recovery 
System:

Doesn’t need to take a long time but 
consistency will ingrain the correct 

habits for success.
Adding in a reward - the great feeling 

of relaxation from proper recovery 
or the knowledge of performance 

increases will reinforce the positive 
habit response. 

James Clear - Atomic Habits2 
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SHOWCASE ATHLETES

Showcase successful athletes who make the most out 
of their recovery
One of the first steps in achieving more widespread adoption of valuable recovery 
practices and techniques for athletes is to have their idols lead by example. Sports are 
hierarchical systems and the competitors at the top have an enormous influence on not 
only their peers but the younger generations of athletes who look up to them. Although it 
may sometimes be a sponsorship that leads a star athlete to demonstrate the value of a 
recovery system, those moments in the spotlight can still have lasting effects on amateurs 
who may also benefit from taking recovery more seriously. This can have a negative 
downside though in the cases where less well-researched recovery tools may catch the 
attention of younger athletes and not be worth the time or money to actually implement 
into their schedule. 

Whenever I hear an athlete inquiring to me about a specific recovery system that we 
utilize at Flow Spa, they almost invariably tell me that they’ve seen one of their sports 
heroes using it or touting its benefits first. 
Seeing Lebron James use the Normatec system or Steph Curry promoting the benefits of 
float tanks for recovery makes other athletes want to learn more about these recovery 
techniques and try it out for themselves. Trying something new is a great first step but 
that’s where the benefit of having the recovery habits reinforced helps with consistent 
implementation.

The role model method is a double-edged sword though because it leads to these 
influential personalities being able to promote gadgets and gizmos without much clear 
evidence that they provide any benefit at all. This is the case we see with things like Tom 
Brady’s performance sleepwear from Under Armour and the line of TB12 supplements and 
his claims that these are the things which have led him to such a long and successful NFL 
career. 

As much as I admire Tom’s talent and longevity as an athlete, his book was terribly flawed 
when it comes to sports physiology.3

It’s up to the coaches and the trainers to pay attention to who is speaking into the ears of 
our impressionable young athletes and then doing the research or testing first hand what 
is being claimed so that our athletes can make better informed decisions about what they 
are going to do in regards to recovery.
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Recovery, just like training requires daily 
attention
Some athletes may even need to attend to recovery more regularly than 
their training if they want to perform at their very best. Intensely demanding 
sports like football and heavy weightlifting take an immense toll on the body, 
especially when recovery is not prioritized. Most athletes on the path to mastery 
today are training twice daily and have little time for unplanned recovery. This 
means that recovery needs to be prioritized in the schedule just as much as 
training if it is going to get done consistently. 

Daily recovery includes everything that is not training for an athlete: sleep, 
nutrition, work/life balance, stress control, school, extracurriculars, and specific 
recovery techniques on top of that. 

Everything else should be prioritized and dialled in before specific recovery 
even needs to be considered but there are some stages in the training and 
sports cycle that require additional recovery work through specific techniques 
to keep training optimized and reduce or repair injuries. 

At the end of this report there’s a link to a presentation on these specific techniques 
and when to implement them in the training and competitive cycle. 

DAILY ATTENTION
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Make the benefits clear and simple
There is near-infinite competition in all industries today with the ease of access 
on a global scale available online and through companies like Amazon. This 
makes some products and companies go to extreme lengths to jargonize their 
product descriptions and confuse potential customers with the hopes of having 
some sort of advantage. 

Simplicity is always better when it comes to describing products or services 
because a better understanding means that athletes at all levels will better 
appreciate the value for themselves. 

Complicating things usually means that the product is not as good as it is 
made out to be and likely has over exaggerated benefits. If the athletes you are 
coaching can’t clearly say what something is doing for them, investigate further 
for yourself to its potential value or lack thereof.

To describe something in simple terms makes it that much easier to see if the 
science matches the claims and offers a legitimate benefit to the athletes using 
the product or service. If an athlete can easily understand what’s in it for them 
to use a product or service, they can make an informed decision about whether 
it will benefit their particular needs or not.

As coaches and trainers, we need to take ownership of helping in this area of 
researching and informing our young athletes. 

CLEAR AND SIMPLE
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Introduce new recovery techniques and 
challenges
Athletes at all stages, but especially those climbing the ranks, are fiercely 
competitive. As counterintuitive as it may seem, having athletes challenge 
themselves with progress in new recovery techniques or by gamifying their 
recovery can encourage them to incorporate it more consistently. 

Introducing new recovery does not necessarily mean it has to be state-of-
the-art or something that is said to be “next generation,” it simply means 
that athletic trainers, coaches, and the athletes themselves should identify 
the gaps in their recovery practices and fill the gap accordingly. New 
recovery is not always better recovery but it can be beneficial when it takes 
into account a clear deficiency in a player’s current system. 

Athletes can challenge themselves or push each other by buddying up to 
see who can follow the confines of a set of “recovery rules” the best in 
order to fuel some competitive drive towards better recovery. 
Recovery specialists or athletic trainers can set the recovery parameters 
for their teams and athletes much in the same way the sets and reps are 
prescribed for workouts and use that to motivate the players to stick to 
their recovery schedule. 

In turn, this will also fuel competitve drive in-game as better recovery 
leads to better performance.

NEW TECHNIQUES
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Make it as short, simple, and exciting as 
possible. 

It’s not uncommon to hear about athletes spending 20-30 minutes 
warming up prior to their daily training. One thing that physiotherapists 
and other medical professionals recognize in cases like this is that it 
indicates a lack of general preparedness for the task at hand. Instead of 
stacking on as many different recovery techniques as possible, we should 
be identifying for our athletes the best methods suited for them at that 
particular time in the training cycle and then making it as accessible and 
simple as possible. 

While some recovery techniques, like floatation tanks, do require more 
time in order to be effective, most modern recovery modalities can be 
effective with as little as 20-30 minutes of time dedicated to them. This 
allows it to be easily incorporated into the daily or weekly schedule 
without it taking away time from training while in fact allowing training 
to become that much more effective and productive. 

When working with younger athletes and trying to get them to 
incorporate better recovery practices into their overall routine and 
habits, it’s best to prioritize brevity so that it doesn’t become a massive 
burden for them to take on in addition to everything else they’ve got 
going on in their lives. 

This can actually become a counterintuitive problem. 

A lot of recovery works due to stress mitigation and if the things that 
athletes are doing to benefit their recovery become stressors, it may be 
of detriment to their training and performance.

SHORT AND SIMPLE
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Mindfulness
Mindfulness is a challenge to talk about with driven athletes but is a key to success 
for any top-level athlete. Mindfulness sounds like a pointless activity for an athlete 
with an overactive and hyper-energized mind but that’s exactly who it can benefit 
the most to create a performance edge for. Mindfulness will mitigate stress and 
dial in focus, which is critical for peak performance. 

Athletes who are performing at the absolute limit of their skill and pushing that 
point further with growth are in the psychological state of flow. The flow state 
allows the seemingly impossible to be achieved in sports and others areas of high 
performance by allowing the conscious mind to take a backseat to the conditioned 
unconscious that is always at work retaining perfected motor patterns from 
thousands of hours of deliberate practice. 

By tuning in to the mind-body connection and practicing mindfulness through 
meditation or other slow and steady forms of movement like yoga, tai chi, or simply 
walking on a path, athletes will train their minds and learn to quiet their thoughts 
so that they can better control anxiety and trust the instincts that have been honed 
over many hours of practice. 

Visualize
Mindfulness also allows athletes to push further into performance than the body 
is able to physically take through visual motor imagery practice - often referred to 
as visualization. Visualization is the mental rehearsal of physical practices and has 
been shown to activate the same areas of the motor cortex that would be firing 
when actually doing the imagined activities. This has been shown to allow injured 
athletes to maintain more dexterity and strength versus non-practice as well as 
increase performance over athletes not following a specific recovery protocol (e.g. 
passively watching TV).4 

U.S. Swim Team coach Bob Bowman has all of his athletes intensely practice 
visualization to push their brains further into performance than their bodies alone 
are able to keep up with during training camp. 

As an example, Bowman’s most prized athlete, Michael Phelps, would get into 
a calm and relaxed state and practice visualizing his strokes for races with 
such perfection that using a stopwatch, Phelps could visualize an entire race to 
within tenths of a second of his actual swim times.5 This type of practice further 
ingrains motor patterns when the body needs a break and allows the flow state 
to become more fully actualized when competition anxiety threatens an athlete’s 
performance. 

MINDFULNESS
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The flow state allows the seemingly 

impossible to be achieved in sports and 

others areas of performance by allowing the 

conscious mind to take a backseat to the 

conditioned unconscious that is always at 

work retaining perfected motor patterns over 

thousands of hours of work.
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Meditate and Float
As highly driven athletes, it can be hard to settle the brain down enough to get 
into a state of mindfulness that will allow for such a practice to be considered 
productive. That’s where technologies like float tanks, which can offer as near 
to a complete sensory deprivation experience as is possible on Earth can be 
beneficial. 

Floatation tanks consist of essentially a bathtub with a lid that can be opened or 
closed according to the person using the tank. The shallow water in the tank is 
combined with more than 1,000 lbs. of Epsom salts to create a solution in which 
the human body is completely buoyant, much like the Dead Sea. The water is 
set to skin-temperature neutral and the rooms are sound-proofed to allow 
virtually all stimuli external to the brain to be restricted. Optionally, lights and 
music can be turned off in the tanks to reduce stimuli even further. This allows 
the often over-active minds of athletes to process everything and then tune out 
dramatically, leaving a deep state of mindfulness that is hard to normally be 
achieved. 

In this calm brain state, visualization can be further enhanced to perfect and 
ingrain motor patterns. It is for this reason that Steph Curry of the Golden State 
Warriors touts the benefits of using float tanks regularly after games both for 
recovery and to further his three-point shooting skills.6 

Furthermore, progressive doctors and concussion therapy researchers are 
studying and recommending the use of float tanks for the sensory deprivation 
it can provide in helping to improve post-concussion symptoms and potentially 
improve the prognosis.7 

MINDFULNESS
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The Naysayers
Recovery has become such a buzzword with an industry backing the 
hype without rock-solid scientific evidence that it has become a further 
challenge to get athletes taking recovery seriously. Journalists are starting 
to think that the whole recovery industry has become too big for its 
britches.8 There certainly are snake-oil salesmen in the industry, as with 
any industry, but due to closely related industries like the supplement 
industry not being under FDA and CHFA regulations, we as coaches and 
trainers do have an increased duty to scrutinize any claims and make 
informed decisions about what actually is going to benefit our athletes. 

Investigative journalists like Christine Aschwanden have done a great job of 
laying the groundwork in recent years. In Aschwanden’s 2019 book Good To 
Go, she tests out and dives deep into many of the wide-ranging modalities 
of recovery technologies produced and promoted in recent years. She 
also interviews and consults with many of the world’s foremost experts on 
recovery and sports physiology to get to the bottom of many of the recovery 
tools and techniques we see being utilized. 

We can turn to books like Good To Go and research scientists like Dr. Andy 
Galpin and Dr. Rhonda Patrick to gain better understanding on what’s 
going on with sports recovery and what works or doesn’t work rather than 
listening directly to skeptics who believe that it’s a gimmick. As the limits of 
human capabilities in sports keeps growing, our greater understanding of 
recovery science has certainly contributed in a positive manner.

THE NAYSAYERS
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SUCCESSFUL 
COMPANIES

Usually, we see professional sports organizations getting this challenge right. There are 
much greater incentives already in place for athletes at the top of their game because 
they are earning millions of dollars each year to keep performing and putting on a show 
while representing themselves, their countries, or their teams. It is their profession to do 
things right and to keep healthy. Their sponsors and coaching staff, in turn, make sure that 
every technological advancement and opportunity for recovery is in place and accessible 
for the athletes.  

It’s easy to look at the professional leagues and see many athletes who are getting their 
recovery dialled in and doing it right; they’re paid to do it and receive sponsorships to rep 
different recovery gadgets and gizmos. Many of the pros are also using the technologies 
that have been scientifically validated to work as well though and they have the good for-
tune to fit in into their schedule by making it easily accessible. 

The New England Patriots have floatation tanks right in Gillette stadium and can use them 
whenever they like to reach deep states of meditation and allow their bodies to decom-
press.9  Tom Brady is said to even have his own float tank installed in his home. Many of 
the players on the team have also been seen using the Normatec compression suit while 
at home to promote further blood flow and recovery to muscles that have been heavily 
taxed during games. By leading the way, more NFL teams have started to follow suit and 
we see the same thing happening in other professional sports leagues. 

The Florida Panthers have a recovery room designed and sponsored by Normatec that’s 
outfitted with several specially designed recliners to comfortably use the Normatec sys-
tem in with extra space available for the athletic trainers to further assist with stretching, 
massage, and taping.10 

Many sports team buses are now being outfitted with Normatec and other compression 
sleeve systems right on the bus, allowing athletes travelling between towns to keep blood 
flowing when trapped in stasis immediately after games and tournaments when cycling or 
going for a light walk would better serve the athlete but is not an option at the time
. 
As discussed above, showcasing these examples of superstar athletes and the organiza-
tions behind them that are getting this recovery challenge right is one of the most pow-
erful steps that other coaches, trainers, and even concerned parents can use for getting 
their young athletes interested in proper recovery. If it works for their sports heroes, 
they’re most often willing to try it too.
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At Flow Spa, we are taking initiative to raise awareness of sports recovery and drive the 
conversation forward in our community. We have partnered with many of the athletic 
trainers and health care practitioners who are involved in working with our local sports 
teams including the Peterborough Petes hockey team, the Lakers lacrosse team, and the 
Pagans rugby team. 

Our partnerships extend to our local University, Trent, where younger athletes can further 
benefit from learning about the sports recovery techniques that we use.  

SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES



Click Here To Get Special Access To Watch a Sports Recovery 
Presentation On How To Time and Implement The Latest 
Recovery Techniques. 

866 Chemong Road
Peterborough, Ontario, K9H 5Z8
flowspa.ca
T. (705) 230-8575
E. info@flowspa.ca

Work
Hard.

Recover
Harder.

Flow Spa

https://www.flowspa.ca/recovery-presentation
https://www.flowspa.ca/recovery-presentation
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